
Philern Corp., Parts 1 and 2
Teaching Note

Synopsis

In this case study, the students are asked to provide advice to a small biotech research
company that is facing a hazardous waste enforcement action by the California Department of
Toxic Substances (“DTSC”). Company executives believe that their hazardous waste
management practices are entirely adequate for a small research laboratory and that County
and State inspectors are being unreasonable in their interpretation of certain regulatory
requirements, particularly those dealing with satellite accumulation areas, container labeling,
and personnel training. A meeting between Philern Corp. representatives and State regulators
will be held three weeks from now. The students must help the company prepare a strategy for
responding to the alleged violations and improve relationships with government regulators.

In Part 1 of the case study, company executives Phil Anderson and Ernie Waggoner
describe their biotech research operations and their hazardous waste management practices. A
series of County and State agency hazardous waste inspections leads them to believe that
certain regulatory RCRA requirements applicable to large industrial waste generators are
neither needed nor practicable in their laboratory research setting. Part 2 of the case study, an
addendum to Part 1, presents the 1995 California Laboratory Regulatory Reform Task Force
recommendations and DTSC’s responding policy decisions.

Positioning

This case study was developed for use in Law 603, Environmental Law, Policy and
Process at Stanford Law School. Law 603, an introductory environmental course, covers
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regulatory approaches, waste management, toxics regulation, administrative issues, the
Federal Clean Air Act, and enforcement. The students discuss this case study towards the
beginning of the course, after the teacher has lectured on various substantive RCRA
requirements.

Learning Objectives

The students will gain substantive knowledge of RCRA regulations, including
hazardous waste storage limits, labeling and container requirements, personnel training, and
operation of satellite accumulation areas. The case study also requires the students to address
various relationship issues, including a possible “rogue” employee at Philern, allegations of
gender bias by a Philern employee against a government inspector, and negative press
coverage. Putting themselves in the position of outside counsel for Philern Corp., the students
must evaluate the alleged substantive violations, recommend a course of action to their client,
and develop a strategy for communicating their client’s position to State regulators.

Case Study Exhibits

List of Case Study Exhibits

   Part 1:

   A     Selected California Hazardous Waste Regulations
   B      42 U.S.C. §6971(a)-(d)
   C      DTSC Management Memo #EO-93-031 MM
   D      DTSC Management Memo #EO-98-008 MM

   Part 2:

   A Recommendations of the Laboratory Regulatory Reform Task Force
   B DTSC Interim Final Policy (Revised June 25, 1997) 

Part 1:

A Selected California Hazardous Waste Regulations  (5 pages)

Attached to the case study as Exhibit A are selected State hazardous waste
regulations applicable to generators that are referred to in the case study.

B 42 U.S.C. §6971(a)-(d)  (1 page)

Section 6971 contains the RCRA whistleblower provision that protects employees
from discrimination or retaliation by employers. Subsection (d) states that the
employee protection provisions do not apply to an employee that deliberately
violates a RCRA requirement without direction from their employer.
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C DTSC Management Memo #EO-93-031 MM  (4 pages)

This DTSC Management Memo clarifies the definition of “onsite” and “onsite
facility” as those terms are used in the State hazardous waste regulation, 22 CCR
§66260.10, and describes under what circumstances two non-contiguous properties
connected by a right-of-way are considered “onsite” with respect to each other. This
memo aids the students in their analysis of whether waste should be moved by
handcart from Building C to the central WAA.

D DTSC Management Memo #EO-98-008 MM  (4 pages)

This DTSC memo elaborates on the qualifying criteria for the satellite accumulation
area exemption and the operational requirements for satellite areas. This memo aids
the students in their consideration of the alleged SAA violation; whether a violation
exists, and if so, and how compliance could be achieved.

Part 2:

A            Recommendations of the Laboratory Regulatory Reform Task Force  (29 pages)

This document contains the Executive Summary of the Laboratory Regulatory
Reform Task Force recommendations submitted to DTSC in 1995. The Task Force
addresses twelve specific hazardous waste regulatory issues affecting laboratories.

B          DTSC Interim Final Policy (Revised June 25, 1997)  (16 pages)

Exhibit B contains DTSC’s response to the Task Force recommendations. DTSC
published substantive responses to the twelve issues raised by the Task Force in two
separate documents in 1996 and 1997. Together, the two documents are known as
the DTSC Interim Final Policy on laboratory hazardous waste regulation.

Teaching Plan

Law 603 meets for 65 minutes at a time. At Stanford, one class period is devoted to
this case study; Part 2 of the case is handed out at the conclusion of the Part 1 discussion and
students review the attached Task Force recommendations and DTSC policy on their own.
The teaching plan assumes that a class guest will participate in the class discussion.
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Teaching Plan

(1)  Opening       1 minute

(2)  Student Discussion            40 minutes

(3)  Class Guest     20 minutes

(4)  Closing              4 minutes

Total Class Time           65 minutes

Discussion

(1)  Opening — 1 minute

Here is one possible introduction to the case study discussion:

Philern Corp., a small biotech research subsidiary, is facing a RCRA
hazardous waste enforcement action by the State agency, DTSC. A
potentially large fine could be assessed. You have been contacted by
Philern’s CEO, Phil Anderson, for advice on how to deal with the
situation. In particular, Phil wants the company to be ready for a
meeting with DTSC regulators three weeks from now. Phil has told you
that he believes some of the alleged violations exist only in the minds of
the inspectors and that Philern would have to make drastic and
expensive operational changes to comply with the regulators’ demands.

The teacher may also want to review the main case study characters:

Phil Anderson – CEO of Philern Corp.
Ernie Waggoner – Vice President of Research & Development at
Philern
Sam Richardson – Philern’s Laboratory Manager
Jill Thomas – Philern’s environmental compliance specialist
Ed Reidy – Philern’s night shift janitor
Hitton Mandelkar – DTSC inspector
Joe Banko – DTSC inspector

(2) Discussion Questions — 40 minutes

Question: What problems or issues do you believe the company should address?

Possible issues the students may identify include:
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DTSC Meeting: Who should attend? What tone should the meeting take? How should
Philern handle the information about the Bay Area company with similar waste
handling practices?

Staffing: Is Philern big enough to have a central compliance staff? Should the
company be using an outside contractor for waste pick-up and disposal?

Training: Should Philern give in to DTSC on this issue? Is the required training
really as costly as Sam believes? How can Philern get employees to come to the
lunchtime training sessions?

Compliance: How could compliance be improved?

Waste Disposal Contractor: Should Philern look for a new contractor?

Jill Thomas: What should be done about her discrimination complaint? Should she
be kept in her current position? How can her relationship with State inspectors be
improved?

Individual Lab Accumulation: Is this permissible? Are there steps that should be
taken to improve this situation? How should this issue be handled with the
regulators? e.g., should it be mentioned to DTSC?
SAAs: Are they permissible under the State agency management memos? under the
State regulations? How troublesome to Philern is the DTSC position on the SAAs?

Labeling Violations (there were 206 in the first inspection): Is there anything to
argue with here? What do you do about the small vials?

Waste Accumulation Time Limits: Why are wastes accumulating for more than 18
months?

Fired Loading Dock Employee: Is there a potential lawsuit? Is there any way to
avoid a lawsuit? Any way to stop the continuing fallout?

Newspaper: Should there be a ban on talking to reporters on company time? Is this
even permissible? How can Philern get better publicity?

Local Community: Should active steps be taken by Philern to make the local
community more comfortable with Philern’s operations? How?

Transportation of Waste from Building C: Is the current waste transport practice
permissible? What alternative approaches are there?

Involvement of Parent Corporation: Should Phil or Ernie bring the parent
corporation into this?
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Question:  Which of these problems/issues are “purely legal”?

Question:  Which are “primarily legal”?

Question:  Should you as a lawyer provide advice on those issues that are not primarily
legal?

Question:  Why? Why is it within your expertise?

Question: What do you believe are the most important issues to discuss with Philern?
What are the “must” issues? What issues can be skipped if there is not sufficient time?

(3)  Class Guest — 20 minutes

The class guest, an attorney from private practice familiar with laboratory hazardous
waste regulation in California, should respond to the analytical points the students raise. The
teacher should tell the guest ahead of time to take notes during the students’ discussion and be
prepared to respond to, expand on, critique, or clarify the points the students raise. The class
guest should reserve a few minutes for a general question and answer session with the
students.

(4) Closing — 1 minute

The teacher may close by summarizing, and clarifying as needed, the most important
points that emerged from the discussion. Using the closing to tie together the students’
discussion points and the issues raised by the teacher’s discussion questions will help
reinforce and clarify the most important points the students should absorb and retain.


